1. I’ve posted the lab for this Friday on the course web page. Read through the lab and make sure you understand what the program is supposed to be doing.

2. Once you have a good feeling for the program, your lab prep for this week is to write a high-level design for your program. Your design should include the following information:

   - the list of all of the functions you plan on implementing. For each function, you should include:
     - the list of what parameters it will take
     - what it will return
     - one sentence describing what the function will do (eventually something like this will end up in the docstring)
   - in addition, include description of any other aspects of your program (e.g. functionality not in functions)

As you’re putting together your design, think about the following:

   - What is the flow of the program and the flow of information? What needs to happen first? Second?
• What information will each function generate and how will that information be used by other functions?

• Keep functions as simple as possible and as general as possible.

• If the function does some computation, don’t also have it print out that information. Instead return it and print it out somewhere else. This allows you to reuse that function in other situations where printing isn’t desired.

You will be graded based on the detail that you provide in addition to how well you’ve thought through the problem. The more time you spend thinking about the organization of your code, the easier actually generating the final code will be.

This lab is a lab where you can work with a partner, so if you’d like to work on the design with a partner that is fine.